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The proton-removal mechanism of the 12C→11B reaction induced on a carbon target via elementary 
nucleon-nucleon scattering is investigated in exclusive triple-coincidence measurements. The observed 
two-nucleon angular correlations are found to be consistent with quasi-free scattering of a projectile-
like proton off a target-like nucleon. Exclusive cross sections for one-step pp and pn interactions are 
determined as σpp=17.2(12) mb and σpn=18.2(18), respectively. The extracted quasi-free component 
amounts up to 58(4)% of the total proton-removal cross section. The results are compared to total proton-
removal cross sections obtained from the experiment and eikonal reaction theory.

© 2019 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
At relativistic beam energies up to a few GeV per nucleon, the 
nucleus-nucleus fragmentation process can proceed through direct 
removal of one or several constituent nucleons. The most common 
experimental approach to study one-nucleon removal is based on 
an inclusive measurement of the (A-1) residue of an energetic pro-
jectile A, after impinging on a light target nucleus such as carbon 
or beryllium. Due to the relatively simple experimental scheme 
and applicability of certain theoretical approximations [1–3], this 
method is ubiquitously used to quantify the single-particle char-
acter of the nuclear wave function of isospin-asymmetric nuclei 
[4]. On the other hand, an accurate formulation of the inclusive 
reaction dynamics of many-body systems is intricate due to the in-
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terplay of multiple degrees of freedom, involving direct knockout, 
soft nuclear excitations, Coulomb breakup, final-state interactions, 
absorption effects etc. [1,5–7].

Different types of inclusive experiments have studied protons 
and other light particles emerging from ion-ion collisions at vari-
ous energies [8–12]. The results were discussed in the context of 
formation of a hot quasi-equilibrated nuclear fireball [8], nucleon-
nucleon (N N) scattering [13] and intra-nuclear cascades [14] etc., 
showing that one or another reaction mechanism is probed under 
certain kinematical conditions and for certain nuclear masses. Ob-
servation of multiple outgoing particles and their correlations has 
allowed to draw a more accurate picture of the collision process. 
In particular, it was found that outgoing pairs of protons, emerging 
at large transverse momenta relative to the beam, can be qualita-
tively explained by one-step elastic scattering of a proton bound in 
the projectile with a proton bound in the target nucleus, (at least 
le under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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for light nuclear systems) as a result of peripheral grazing of the 
two nuclei [15]. In this case, azimuthal pp correlations were sug-
gested to give a definitive indication of the elementary scattering 
process [16].

Other studies, in which the (A-1) fragment and a removed nu-
cleon were observed in coincidence, demonstrated the validity of 
the sudden and eikonal approximations [17]. It was shown that the 
reaction can be described by two main interaction terms: nucleon 
removal through elementary N N scattering, involving large mo-
mentum transfer (knockout), or through evaporation after exciting 
the projectile above the particle threshold (inelastic scattering). Al-
though one-nucleon removal encompasses any process producing 
an (A-1) nucleus in the final state, the two mechanisms mentioned 
above can be clearly separated in the reaction theory as well as 
experimentally due to the rather different kinematics of the es-
caping nucleon(s). In the latter case, the nucleon(s) has (have) a 
velocity close to the projectile velocity and small (< 100 mrad) 
angles relative to the beam, while a broad angular distribution 
around 45◦ is expected for the knockout process as also shown 
by the data discussed later. Still, the total one-nucleon removal 
process is sometimes referred to in the literature as (heavy-ion in-
duced) knockout. Furthermore, the two contributing processes are 
often called “stripping” and “diffraction”. Such terminology appears 
to be confusing as stripping is commonly used for transfer reac-
tions and diffraction or elastic breakup may generally be associated 
with projectile excitation through scattering including collective 
excitations (inelastic in such case). These ambiguities are best re-
solved under detailed microscopic view on the nucleon removal 
mechanism, which can be investigated in the most exclusive mea-
surements and which is, therefore, crucial to establish a reliable 
reaction formalism.

In the eikonal approach [6,7,4,18], which is widely used to de-
scribe the nucleon removal in a broad range of energies and nu-
clear masses, including isospin-asymmetric nuclei [19,20], the total 
cross section A→(A-1) can be written as the sum:

σtot = σko + σinel, (1)

where σko is the knockout cross section related to the interaction 
of the removed nucleon with the target nucleons, and σinel is the 
cross section for nuclear inelastic scattering when the projectile 
decays to the (A-1) fragment (Coulomb dissociation is a part of 
this cross section but can be neglected for light targets). In most 
cases σko is the dominant channel involving N N interaction of the 
struck nucleon with the target, in particular through quasi-free 
scattering (QFS) of the removed nucleon off a nucleon bound in 
the target, when no further interaction occurs and both particles 
escape the reaction zone as schematically depicted in Fig. 1. Thus, 
σko can be represented as the sum:

σko = σQFS + σres, (2)

where σQFS is the quasi-free knockout cross section and σres con-
tains all other reaction channels, including QFS followed by sec-
ondary interactions with the nuclear environment, when the (A-1) 
fragment survives but at least one of the scattered particles is “ab-
sorbed” from the QFS channel. For the proton knockout 12C→11B, 
discussed in this paper, we consider the two cases of proton-
proton (pp) and proton-neutron (pn) QFS processes.

In a very simple model, a quasi-free knockout reaction between 
two nuclei with 4-momenta P and Q can be described as scatter-
ing of two internal nucleons with initial off-shell 4-momenta p1
and q1 to the final on-shell states p2 and q2. The reaction kine-
matics is restricted by the conservation of momentum and energy 
at each vertex (1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 1). At the energy regime of the 
Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the nucleus-nucleus collision proceeding 
through one-step QFS scattering of two nucleons with 4-momenta p1 and q1, bound 
in the projectile nucleus and in the target nucleus with 4-momenta P and Q , re-
spectively.

present experiment, the pp scattering in the center-of-mass (CM) 
is taken to be approximately isotropic, while for the pn case a 
realistic CM angular anisotropy is introduced through the param-
eterization of the free pn differential cross section calculated in 
the PWA-framework [21]. Internal 3-momenta associated with p1
and q1 are both approximated by the measured recoil momentum 
distribution of 11B in the rest-frame of the 12C projectile (Fig. 4). 
One assumes the experimental scheme in which two outgoing nu-
cleons are detected in triple coincidence with the projectile-like 
spectator 11B, but the target-like spectator (11B or 11C) remains 
unobserved due to small kinetic energy. Despite its simplicity, the 
model is found to be in remarkable agreement with the experi-
ment as shown in Fig. 3 and explained in the following sections. A 
Monte-Carlo event generator utilizing this reaction model was im-
plemented into the Geant4-based R3BRoot simulations [22,23] in 
order to evaluate the experimental response of the setup.

Experiment and results. The experimental setup was identical to 
the one reported in [24]. A primary 12C beam at an energy 
of 400 MeV/u was directed onto a 370(7) mg/cm2 carbon tar-
get. The beam energy in the middle of the target was ≈398 
MeV/u. Outgoing particles, emerging at large angles (> 7.5◦) rel-
ative to the beam, were measured using a combination of the 
4π -calorimeter Crystal Ball (CB) and an array of silicon-strip de-
tectors (SSDs) surrounding the target. Reaction fragments, emit-
ted in the beam direction, were identified via magnetic-rigidity, 
time-of-flight and energy-loss analysis after the large dipole mag-
net ALADIN, which allowed for an event-by-event measurement of 
outgoing 11B residues (see Fig. 2). In addition, empty-target (ET) 
measurements were performed to account for background reac-
tions in the beam-line detectors. Two-particle events in coinci-
dence with 11B residues were identified by counting the number 
of high-energy clusters of crystals (NC) in the forward hemisphere 
of the CB. For this purpose, an add-back procedure was carried out 
for the CB data and all events with NC=2 were selected under the 
condition to have at least one crystal with an energy above 25 MeV 
in each cluster. The angular information from the CB clusters was 
used either separately, with somewhat poor resolution but large 
angular coverage, or in combination with coincident hits in the 
SSDs, which provided good angular resolution but smaller angular 
acceptance (between 14◦ and 64◦ in polar direction relative to the 
beam). The resulting angular resolution in the CB is around 10◦
(sigma) compared to 1◦-2◦ in the SSDs. In both cases, spherical 
angles of two outgoing particles can be redundantly reconstructed 
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Fig. 3. Two-particle angular correlations in coincidence with outgoing 11B. Empty target contribution is subtracted from the data. Fig. (a) displays experimental distributions of 
pp pairs (black circles with error bars) measured by the SSD array. For comparison, (a) shows arbitrarily scaled pp correlations from the 12C(p, 2p)11B reaction on a hydrogen 
target (empty circles, yellow-filled area), which were measured with the same setup [24]. Left panel of (a) shows the opening angle θo of two outgoing protons for different 
intervals of |�ϕ − 180◦|: A=[0◦ , 30◦], B=[30◦ , 60◦] and C=[60◦ , 90◦], as indicated on the right panel of (a). Solid red lines and dashed blue lines in (a) are the corresponding 
kinematical curves, which take into account angular resolution and acceptance of the SSDs. Similarly, (b) shows experimental distributions (black circles with error bars) 
using the angular information only from the CB, regardless of coincidences in SSDs and with an additional interval “D” corresponding to 90◦ < |�ϕ − 180◦| < 180◦ . Blue, 
grey, and red lines in (b) are fitted results of the R3BRoot simulations for pp, pn reactions and their sum, respectively, with line thickness corresponding to the statistical 
uncertainties. Scaling parameters for fitting each reaction channel are obtained from the CB multiplicity analysis (see Fig. 6) and are adjusted to fit the sum of pp and pn
contributions to the experimental data in the interval “A” in the right panel of (b). After that, the extracted ratios of pp and pn reactions from every interval (A, B, C and D) 
are fitted to the corresponding θo distributions in the left panel of (b).
Fig. 2. Mass-over-charge (A/Z ) and charge (Z ) identification of outgoing beam-like 
fragments in coincidence with high-energy signal in the Crystal Ball.

in polar (ϑ1, ϑ2) and azimuthal (ϕ1, ϕ2) directions relative to the 
beam. Two-particle correlations are then investigated through their 
azimuthal relation:

|ϕ1 − ϕ2 − 180◦| ≡ |�ϕ − 180◦|, (3)

which is called “coplanar angle”, and through the “opening” (rela-
tive) angle θo between the particles given by:

cos θo = sinϑ1 sinϑ2 cos (ϕ2 − ϕ1) + cosϑ1 cosϑ2. (4)
In Fig. 3, the measured distributions of these two angles in coinci-
dence with outgoing 11B are compared to the simulated distribu-
tions for pp and pn QFS reactions. The simulations are based on 
the above described reaction formalism and are analyzed using an 
identical procedure as applied to the experimental data.

The QFS origin of the outgoing particles is reflected in a dom-
inant yield of coplanar reactions at |�ϕ − 180◦| ≈ 0◦ , a broad 
peak in the θo distribution and in the characteristic dependence 
of θo on the coplanar-angle cut. The apparent shift of the θo peak 
with increasing |�ϕ − 180◦| is due to off-plane reactions being 
more sensitive to large transverse components of the initial to-
tal 3-momentum p1 + q1 of the nucleon pair (Fig. 1). The Fermi 
motion of the target nucleon manifests in a larger width of θo
distribution as compared to the QFS reaction 12C(p, 2p)11B on a 
hydrogen target (Fig. 3a), where the target nucleon is at rest. It is 
important to note that due to strong absorption effects the reac-
tions are limited to more peripheral collisions in comparison with 
QFS reactions on hydrogen, which allow for a much broader range 
of impact parameters. A quantitative comparison of impact param-
eters in proton removal on hydrogen and carbon targets can be 
found in Fig. 9 of Ref. [18].

In all simulations the Fermi momenta of both interacting nu-
cleons were assumed to be equivalent to the measured recoil mo-
mentum of the outgoing 11B (Fig. 4), which can be reasonably well 
described by the quasi-free knockout of a proton from the p-shell 
in 12C [24]. Owing to the isospin symmetry of 12C, the Fermi mo-
menta of protons and neutrons are expected to yield very similar 
distributions. This is reflected in the similarity of correlation pat-
terns reconstructed in SSDs, which are sensitive to pp reactions, 
and in CB, which is sensitive to both pp and pn events (Fig. 3b). In 
both cases, the widths of the angular distributions are dominated 
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Fig. 4. Measured parallel (top) and transverse (bottom) recoil momentum dis-
tributions of 11B in the rest frame of 12C. The experimental data points are 
shown as black circles. Red lines represent the scaled theoretical calculations for 
12C(p, 2p)11B reaction on hydrogen target obtained in the previous work [24] and 
folded with the present experimental resolutions. The theoretical distribution for P‖
is additionally shifted by −37 MeV/c to fit the experimental mean value.

by the reaction kinematics due to the nuclear Fermi motion. It 
can be noted that the observed reactions are slightly less coplanar 
than expected from the theory. Such deviation can be attributed to 
unaccounted large-momentum components of the target nucleons, 
because only p-shell nucleons from both, projectile and the tar-
get, were assumed in the simulations. Since the target residue is 
not observed in the experiment, knockout from the deeply bound 
s-shell or from short-range correlated pairs may also contribute. 
In Fig. 3, the experimental results are compared to simulated re-
sponses only from pp and pn QFS channels, both yielding similar 
distributions. Other possible QFS channels at any target-like clus-
ter heavier than proton or neutron (e.g. 2H, 3H, 4He, etc.), are 
estimated to produce rather different angular distributions, which 
fall largely outside the experimental cuts and can therefore be ne-
glected in the present analysis.

The cross section analysis proceeded through identification and 
counting of incoming 12C and outgoing 11B nuclei (see Fig. 2). 
Empty target measurements were used to remove contributions of 
background reactions in the materials of the beamline detectors. 
The method to extract the cross sections is similar to the one ex-
plained in [24]. The total inclusive cross section σtot=60.9(27) mb 
was obtained for the p-removal reaction 12C→11B on the carbon 
target. In Fig. 5 this value is compared to the data from the lit-
erature [25–27] and to the theoretical eikonal calculations similar 
to the ones described in [28]. Assuming the spectroscopic factor 
S=4 for l=1 nucleons in the independent-particle model of 12C, the 
theoretical single-particle cross section is scaled using the method 
described in [28] (dashed line in Fig. 5). In addition, the same 
single-particle cross section is shown with the scaling parameter 
corresponding to the spectroscopic factor Sexp=2.58(30), which was 
extracted in the previous work [24]. The present inclusive cross 
section agrees well with other experiments as well as with the 
theoretical expectations.
Fig. 5. Inclusive proton-removal 12C→11B cross sections on carbon target. The value 
oft 60.9(27) mb obtained in this experiment is shown as a red square at 398 
MeV/u beam energy. The results from other experiments at different beam ener-
gies are shown as: blue circles (Kidd et al. [25]), black cross (Webber et al. [26]) 
and magenta triangles (Ogawa et al. [27]). In addition, the eikonal theory cross 
section for the removal of p-shell nucleon with the spectroscopic factor S=4 is 
shown by a dashed line. The grey shaded area shows the same theoretical result 
for Sexp=2.58(30), extracted from the previous work [24], with the upper and lower 
borders representing the error of Sexp.

In the following analysis, the same data set of preselected 11B 
events is used with an additional condition to observe two high-
energy clusters (NC=2) in the CB. Identification of the outgoing 11B 
allows to assign one CB cluster to a proton removed from the pro-
jectile, while the type of the second particle is ambiguous because 
the target residue is not observed. Since both channels, pp and pn, 
can contribute, as concluded from the angular correlation analysis, 
the observed events are fully attributed only to these two types of 
reactions. In order to extract their relative contributions to NC=2 
events, the experimental response of CB is compared to the one 
extracted from the R3BRoot simulations for pp and pn reaction 
channels.

The most indicative parameter to distinguish between pp and 
pn events in the CB is the integrated crystal multiplicity M in two 
high-energy clusters. The total energy deposition in the CB cannot 
be used for this purpose because of the poor calorimetric prop-
erties of CB crystals for high-energy neutrons and protons. Due 
to strong electromagnetic stopping, protons deposit energy pre-
dominantly in a single crystal, while neutrons, involving hadronic 
interactions, can generate showers of particles which induce larger 
average M per event. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 where the experi-
mental M distribution for NC=2 events (ET subtracted) is compared 
to the R3BRoot simulations. For the pp channel, the M distribu-
tion peaks at M=2, and for pn events it is centered around M=4. 
By fitting the simulated M distributions to the experimental data, 
as shown in Fig. 6, the relative yields of pp and pn reactions for 
NC=2 events are extracted as Y pp=82.2(17)% and Y pn=17.8(13)%, re-
spectively, with the errors representing the fit quality. The NC=2 
detection efficiencies for pp and pn channels are also determined 
from the R3BRoot simulations as εpp =61.0% and εpn=12.5%, respec-
tively. Taking R2 to be the total number of NC=2 events, one can 
evaluate the true numbers of pp and pn reactions (R pp and R pn) 
as following:

R pp = R2Y pp/εpp, (5)

R pn = R2Y pn/εpn. (6)

The resulting QFS cross sections associated with pp and pn inter-
actions are σpp = 17.2(12) mb and σpn = 18.2(18) mb with the 
errors combining both, statistical and systematical uncertainties. 
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Fig. 6. Summed multiplicity M of crystals in two high-energy clusters observed in coincidence with outgoing 11B fragments. Black circles with error bars represent the 
experimental data for NC=2. Fitted contributions from the pp and pn reactions are indicated by the yellow and blue bars, respectively, and their sum is shown by a black 
solid line. The legend of the histogram shows the fit results (relative contributions) with the corresponding errors of the fit. The inset figure displays the NC distribution for 
the events with NC>0. The relative contribution of the pp and pn events and their sum, as extracted from the analysis of NC=2 events, is shown with the same color code 
and explained by the legend of the inset figure (see text for details). In addition, the result of subtraction of the pn and pp contributions from the NC>0 data is shown by 
red color (“Residual”).

Table 1
Experimental and theoretical cross sections for the p-removal cross section 12C→11B on a carbon target. The values in square 
brackets show percentage of the relative contribution with respect to the total cross sections shown in the bottom row of the 
table.

This experiment Theorya

σpp , mb σpn , mb σinel, mb σres, mb σinel, mb σko, mb

17.2(12) [28%] 18.2(18) [30%] 2.6(5) [4%] 22.9(35) [38%]
6.7(8) [12%] 49.3(57) [88%]

Sum: 35.4(22) [58%] Sum: 25.5(35) [42%]

Total: 60.9(27) mb [100%] Total: 56.0(65) mb [100%]

a Using the spectroscopic factor Sexp = 2.58(30) extracted in the previous work [24].
The obtained ratio σpn/σpp ≈ 1.06(18) is close to the ratio 1.27 
for free pp and pn cross sections at around 400 MeV, which is 
consistent with the QFS interpretation of the reaction mechanism 
in the isospin symmetric 12C-12C system.

The part of the p-removal cross section σinel stemming from 
inelastic excitation, was extracted from the analysis of 11B events 
with NC=0 and in coincidence with a beam-like proton in the 
proton-detection arm. Protons were measured by the two drift 
chambers and by the dedicated plastic time-of-flight wall after 
the ALADIN magnet. The method was similar to the one de-
scribed in [29]. A tracking efficiency of 49(3)% in the proton-arm 
detectors was extracted from coincidences with proton hits in 
the in-beam SSDs directly after the target. Hence, the inelastic 
p-removal cross section is determined as σinel=2.6(5) mb or about 
4% of the total inclusive cross section σtot. Direct subtraction yields 
σko=58.3(27) mb for the knockout mechanism of the proton re-
moval (Eq. (1)). Thus, the summed contribution of pp and pn QFS 
channels amounts to 35.4(22) mb or approximately 61(5)% of σko.

Additional information is obtained from the analysis of all 11B 
events with NC > 0, which accumulate about 74% of the exper-
imental statistics for 11B. The experimental NC distribution after 
subtraction of ET data is shown in the inset histogram of Fig. 6. 
In addition, simulated NC distributions are shown corresponding 
to pp and pn events, which are scaled to fit their sum at NC=2 
bin in the proportion extracted from the analysis of the NC=2 data. 
The remaining part of NC > 0 events, which cannot be assigned 
to pp and pn knockout, is dominated by NC=1 and accounts for 
about 30% of all NC > 0 events. In the present analysis it is not 
possible to conclude which particles contribute to NC=1 events. 
They can be interpreted as a result of either background from 
unresolved competing QFS channels or as absorption of one out-
going QFS nucleon in the target nucleus. Another possibility due 
to nucleon-transfer type of reactions can be ruled out by theo-
retical estimation using a well-established DWBA code [30]. For 
example, the cross section 12C(12C,11C)13C for the transfer be-
tween the p3/2 to p1/2 neutron orbitals is expected to decrease 
quickly as the projectile energy increases, i.e. from 0.103 mb at 10 
MeV/u to 2.06 × 10−3 mb at 100 MeV/u. At 400 MeV/nucleon the 
cross section drops to 2.33 × 10−9 mb and to even smaller value 
for 12C(12C,11B)13N. Another estimate using the FRESCO code [31]
yielded ∼10−7 mb for it. Although some evidence of the transfer 
processes was found in nucleon-removal reactions slightly below 
100 MeV/u [17], their contribution to the total cross section was 
on the order of 10% so that one may expect practically negligible 
values at our beam energy. An alternative reaction channel due to 
excitation of sub-nucleonic degrees of freedom (e.g. � resonance) 
can be also considered, as shown by the recent studies [32]. How-
ever, the contribution of such process in the reaction cross section 
is estimated to be on the maximum level of only 3% as follows 
from direct comparison of the total and inelastic N N cross sec-
tions at around 400 MeV [33]. Hence, we refer σres as a residual 
part of the total cross section, which is not exhausted by one-step 
pp or pn QFS channels and by inelastic excitation channels, and 
which includes a significant fraction of the NC=1 events.

The results of the cross section analysis are summarized in Ta-
ble 1. For comparison, theoretical calculations based on the eikonal 
reaction theory are shown in the same table assuming a spectro-
scopic factor Sexp = 2.58(30) for p-shell protons, which was de-
termined in the previous work [24]. Good agreement is found be-
tween the theoretical and experimental inclusive p-removal cross 
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sections. The sum of σpp and σpn accounts for about 58% of the 
total p-removal cross section, and the remaining part is almost 
completely attributed to σres which can be related predominantly 
with the exceeding Nc=1 events in the CB. Taking into account 
small nucleon transfer cross sections, one possible interpretation 
of this result is that an outgoing nucleon after quasi-free scattering 
is “lost” due to absorption in the target nucleus while the sec-
ond nucleon freely escapes the interaction zone. Such a two-step 
mechanism is not taken into account in eikonal theories used to 
analyze nucleon-removal reactions, and it can result in additional 
reduction of the survival probability for (A-1) fragments. Since this 
effect is expected to be larger for well-bound nucleons compared 
to loosely bound nucleons (because of the different extension of 
single-particle densities), it could possibly give a sizeable contribu-
tion to the reduction of cross sections for knockout of more deeply 
bound nucleons as found in intermediate-energy nucleon-removal 
reactions compared to theoretical cross sections [19]. This reduc-
tion of the cross section is so far not explained and is not seen 
in quasi-free knockout reactions in comparison with the theoreti-
cal predictions [20]. In the latter case, absorption of nucleons after 
QFS due to subsequent binary collisions are explicitly taken into 
account in the theory [18].

Summary. Triple-coincidence measurements of the p-removal re-
action 12C→11B on a carbon target at 398 MeV/u demonstrate 
that elementary quasi-free nucleon-nucleon scattering accounts for 
more than half of the total removal cross section. This is reflected 
in the angular distributions of the outgoing nucleon pairs, which 
exhibit characteristic correlation patterns and can be explained by 
a rather simple QFS reaction model. QFS reactions due to pp and 
pn interactions are separately quantified and estimated to con-
tribute nearly equally to the knockout cross section, as can be 
also expected from the similarity of free pn and pp cross sec-
tions at this energy, and from the proton-neutron symmetry of the 
interacting nuclear systems. The momentum distributions and an-
gular correlations can be well described assuming a QFS process if 
the Fermi motion of target nucleons is taken into account. Events 
with only one high-energy particle measured at large angles in 
coincidence with 11B exhaust a surprisingly large fraction of the 
knockout part of the total cross section. However, from the present 
analysis it is difficult to conclude on the type and origin of such 
events so that they are fully attributed to the residual cross section 
along with other possible unresolved channels leading to proton 
removal from 12C projectile. Theoretical estimations of negligibly 
small nucleon-transfer cross sections allow to speculate on the 
possible origin of these events as being due to secondary reaction 
(absorption) of one outgoing QFS nucleon in the target nucleus. 
This can potentially influence the interpretation of the reduction 
of the cross sections extracted from other knockout experiments.
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